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1 Executive Summary 
In this document we report experiences gained from the integration of the prototype 
implementation of the Directory/Cache into the task-based runtime systems OmpSs, 
GPI-Space, StarPU, and PaRSEC. While the key contribution is the definition of a 
generic API [10] that aims to meet the requirements of task-based runtime systems in 
general, the experiments performed with the integration of the involved runtime 
systems with the current Directory/Cache prototype allowed the runtimes to collect a 
number of valuable observations and insights. These can be used to maximize the 
benefits derived from using the Directory/Cache API by either operating modifications 
in the runtimes or further optimizing the prototype implementation upon feed-back 
received from runtimes.  

One of the lessons we learned is that there is no common integration pattern that can 
be applied to all systems, and distinct runtime systems can benefit from different 
degrees (levels) of integration. The experiments also revealed that there are classes of 
runtimes for which the full integration can be smoothly done (OmpSs and GPI-Space) 
and others for which this is challenging (StarPU and PaRSEC). We have learned that 
the task-models may differ in the way data dependencies and transfers are handled, 
and that some task-based models are better suited to be integrated with the 
Directory/Cache. The experiments with particular applications and runtimes integrating 
the Directory/Cache showed that the prototype correctly implements the API, producing 
correct results, and that the tested applications scale and benefit from automatic 
caching. 

The integration of the Directory/Cache into the different runtimes involved in this project 
helped to gain insight into its practicality and to assess both, the development of the 
Directory/Cache as well as the integration itself as a useful and important step towards 
delivering support for distributed memory architectures in high performance computing 
environments.  

The proposed Directory/Cache is considered as an attractive solution for task-based 
runtime systems as it exposes a single address space and effectively hides the 
underlying, potentially distributed memory architecture of the system. Furthermore, its 
functional components help to maximize data reuse on node level (caching), facilitate 
implementation of data coherence across nodes and allow interoperability in distributed 
systems. Its modular design helps to achieve robustness, maintainability, and 
extendibility.  

The Directory/Cache is implemented with a client/server architecture that can be used 
to handle two different use-cases: intra-runtime and inter-runtime communications. In 
the first case the Directory/Cache is used intensively to manage internal 
communications required to run task-based models in distributed systems. In the 
second case, the Directory/Cache can be used to efficiently implement application 
workflows by storing the input and output data of each workflow job in-memory instead 
of storing it on disk. While the first use case requires a full integration of the 
Directory/Cache with the runtime system, the second use-case only requires a 
lightweight integration, so that the input data is loaded from the Directory/Cache when 
the job starts and the job results are stored into the Directory/Cache when the job 
finishes.  

The document is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the context, the motivation, 
and the scope of the work presented in this document. Section 3 provides a short 
overview of the task-based runtime systems, presenting their main characteristics and 
specific execution model. Section 4 gives a short overview of the Directory/Cache API, 
underlying software architecture and prototype implementation, illustrating the use of 
the API in a simple example. Section 5 describes aspects related with the integration of 
the above-mentioned task-based runtime systems with the Directory/Cache API. 
Section 6 presents experiments with running applications on top of task-based runtime 
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systems that are integrating the Directory/Cache. Section 7 outlines conclusions 
related with the integration and usage of the Directory/Cache by the runtime systems. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Context 

As the community progresses towards Exascale, it is probable that more complex 
architectures will appear. These architectures will most likely consist of a large number 
of highly parallel machines with a large numbers of multi-core nodes, deep memory 
hierarchies, and complex interconnect topologies. Efficiently programming these new 
systems will be a huge challenge, where programmers will not only need to 
fundamentally rethink their code to increase the level of parallelism by at least an order 
of magnitude, but also address other issues such as resilience.  

Task-based parallel programming models are one possible solution to this challenge. 
These models represent a popular programming paradigm where the programmer 
divides work into tasks and relies on a runtime system to run these tasks concurrently. 
While tasking does not represent a universal solution for all algorithms and systems, 
task-based programming models are gaining importance as they are well understood 
and easy to use. Their runtime component decouples system-, resource- and task 
management from user code and relieves the application developer from dealing with 
system specific properties such as the underlying memory architecture. 

As it is commonly agreed that the traditional programming models are not suitable for 
the Exascale architectures, presenting severe limitations, new alternatives must be 
found in order to reach the expected targets related to performance and scalability. The 
task-based models are considered as a good base to start building such models. 
However, the goal of offering a single common API, which addresses all the 
architectural levels, is considered to be unachievable in the near future. It is, therefore, 
reasonable to adopt in a first phase a programming model that is a combination of 
different APIs at distinct system levels. In this context, one way to allow that task-based 
models interoperate in distributed environments is by defining a generic API that 
abstracts the distributed memory as a single shared address space. 

2.2 Purpose 

One of the tasks defined in the INTERTWinE project is the definition of a common, 
generic API for a Directory/Cache service for task-based runtime systems (such as 
OmpSs, GPI-Space, StarPU, and PaRSEC). The main goal is to achieve a 
programming model that hides most of the complexities associated with distributed 
systems, but also enables an efficient utilization of remote compute and memory 
resources.  

In this document we report on the experiments performed with a prototype 
implementation of the Directory/Cache and its integration with the above mentioned 
task-based runtime systems. We also report experiments with some example 
applications running on top of the runtime systems that are integrating the 
Directory/Cache. 

2.3 Glossary of Acronyms 

API Application Programming Interface 

DAG Directed Acyclic Graph 

D/C Directory/Cache 

DTD Dynamic Task Discovery 

GASPI Global Address Space Programming Interface 

GPI-2 Open source implementation of the GASPI standard 

MPI Message Passing Interface 
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OmpSs OMP Superscalar 

PaRSEC Parallel Runtime Scheduling and Execution Controller 

PGAS Partitioned Global Address Space 

PLASMA Parallel Linear Algebra Software for Multicore Architectures 

PTG Parametrised Task Graph 

STF Sequential Task Flow 

TBRS Task-Based Runtime System 
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3 Short overview of task-based runtime systems 
involved 

Task-based models enable programmers to decouple system-, resource- and task 
management from user code. By abstracting issues such as scheduling, memory 
management and fault tolerance from the application code itself, the programmers can 
concentrate on the algorithm rather than on the low level, complex details of 
parallelization. These programming models allow for a significant reduction of 
synchronization in applications and, thus, can potentially deliver superior performance 
when compared with traditional models. For these reasons, the task-based models are 
considered to be a suitable base for building programming models for upcoming 
Exascale machines. In this section, we give a short overview of the task-based 
programming models involved in the INTERTWinE project. 

3.1 OmpSs 

OmpSs [2] (OMP Superscalar) is a high-level, task-based, parallel programming model 
for shared-memory systems developed at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center 
(BSC). It consists of a language specification, a source-to-source compiler for C, C++ 
and Fortran, and a runtime. The language defines a set of directives that allow a 
descriptive expression of tasks. Furthermore, OmpSs allows the programmer to 
annotate task parameters with in, out and inout clauses that correspond to input, output 
or input-output access-type semantics of a parameter within that task. This information 
establishes a producer-consumer relationship between tasks, also called task 
dependency or data flow. With this information, the runtime is capable of automatic 
tasks scheduling that maintains correctness of code while relieving the programmer 
from implementing manual synchronization. In addition, the taskwait construct allows 
task synchronization and instructs the calling thread to wait on all previously created 
tasks. While this is similar to tasking in the recent specification of OpenMP, the OmpSs 
runtime implements a different execution model.  

In OmpSs, an application starts with a predefined set of execution resources and an 
explicit parallel region does not exist. This view avoids the exposure of threading to the 
programmer as well as the requirement to handle an additional scope, concretely that 
of a parallel region. At compile time, the OmpSs compiler processes pragma 
annotations and generates an intermediate code file. This file includes both user code 
as well as all required code for task generation, synchronization and error handling. In 
the final step of compilation, OmpSs invokes the native compiler to create a binary file.  

At runtime, a worker thread progresses through the code, creates tasks and stops at 
synchronization points due to explicit or implicit barriers. Task creation is composed of 
creation of the task objects that carries all descriptive information and of handling of its 
dependencies. Once a task has been created, the runtime inspects the dependency 
graph to determine the relationship with previously created tasks. If a dependency is 
found, progression into deeper levels of the dependency graph can be stopped and a 
representative node is added to the graph.  In the opposite case, the task is placed into 
a ready-queue. Tasks in the ready-queue are picked up by worker threads, removed 
from the queue and executed. 

Scaling beyond a single node requires the support for multiple memory address 
spaces. From the programming model perspective, this translates into the following 
functional requirements: 

 Distributed task scheduling and execution (off-loading) 

 Distributed synchronization  

 Inter-node task data movement 

 Data version and location awareness  

 Address translation 
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The code sample below shows a concurrent matrix-vector multiplication, defined as 
b=Ax, programmed in OmpSs. It shows the use of the OmpSs pragma annotations that 
contain shaping information and region size descriptors to pass information about the 
task parameters to the OmpSs runtime system. Allowing the concurrent execution of 
such algorithms on clusters is the motivating example for our work. We describe the 
integration of the Directory/Cache into OmpSs as well as its benefits in comparison 
with a manually-implemented cluster-enabled OmpSs version that uses explicit MPI 
calls, in Section 5.1. 

void matvec(double *a, int rows, int cols, double *x, 
double *b, int blocksize) 
{ 
  for (int i = 0; i < rows; i += blocksize) { 
  int bs = min(blocksize, rows - i); 
  #pragma oss task in(a[i*cols;bs*cols]) in(x[0;cols])\ 
  inout(b[i;bs]) label(matvec) 
  { 
    double * a_block = &a[i * cols], * b_block = &b[i]; 
    for (int j = 0; j < bs; ++j){ 
      for (int k = 0; k < cols; ++k){ 
        b_block[j] += a_block[j * cols + k] * x[k]; 

   } 
    } 
  } 
  } 
} 

Figure 1: Matrix-vector multiplication implemented with OmpSs tasking. 

3.2 StarPU 

StarPU is a task-based runtime system developed by Inria’s team STORM, aimed at 
programming on HPC clusters, potentially equipped with accelerators or GPUs. The 
StarPU runtime system is used in many HPC applications and libraries [21] for dense 
and sparse linear algebra, fast multipole N-body, CFD simulations, plasma simulations, 
etc. 

StarPU implements a programming model named Sequential Task Flow, where a 
single (logical) directed acyclic graph (DAG) of tasks is sequentially submitted on every 

participating node and subsequently executed in parallel. StarPU implements a fully 

Figure 2: The cooperation of StarPU's scheduling and memory 
management engines in driving execution on nodes equipped with 

GPUs. 
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distributed execution model, in which nodes drive themselves locally, and interact 
locally with neighbours along DAG edges to resolve distributed data dependences.  

The architecture of StarPU is organized in two main parts: the scheduling engine and 
the distributed shared memory engine as shown on Figure 2. The scheduling engine is 
responsible for applying pluggable scheduling algorithms onto the DAG to decide about 
the mapping of tasks. It also optionally builds and manages task performance models, 
which can be used by the scheduling algorithms in making decisions. 

The distributed shared memory engine (DSM) is in charge of managing memory 
allocation and data transfers to resolve data dependences, either between the main 
memory of a node and the memory of an accelerator board, or between two nodes. 
The DSM supports NUMA memory banks, NVidia CUDA GPU boards, OpenCL-
capable GPUs, discrete accelerators such as the Intel Xeon Phi KNC, storage for 
loading, storing, or temporarily swapping data, and inter-node data management over 
MPI using the StarPU-MPI layer. 

The StarPU-MPI layer is in charge of generating calls to an MPI library installed on the 
target cluster. Conceptually, when a node encounters an outgoing DAG edge while 
traversing the DAG (that is, an edge for which it is the source), it generates an 
MPI_Isend request. Similarly, when a node encounters an incoming DAG edge (that is, 
an edge for which it is the destination), it generates an MPI_Irecv request (see Figure 
3). Whichever side of the communication request comes first, the request is enqueued 
and (conceptually) paused by the MPI library internally until the other side of the 
request is generated as well, at which point the request is served in the background.  

Several optimizations are implemented to eliminate unnecessary or redundant 
processing [14]. In particular, the DAG pruning technique avoids the processing, on a 
given node, of DAG edges irrelevant to the local state of that node: a node may safely 
prune a data dependence edge if it does not own the data and it is not an end of the 
dependence edge. This pruning technique is critical for the sequential task flow 
programming model to scale on large clusters, while preserving a fully distributed 
execution model. A cache management mechanism also described in [14] prevents 
nodes serving a data request if the corresponding piece of data has not been modified 
in the meantime, thus removing duplicate data transfers. The management of StarPU-
MPI communication requests and states, as well as the processing of optimizations are 
local to nodes. No additional exchanges occur between nodes, beyond the serving of 
dependence edges and the data movements explicitly requested by the user code. 

Figure 3: The Sequential Task Flow programming model 
on distributed platforms. 
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3.3 GPI-Space 

GPI-Space is a parallel programming development platform developed at the 
Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Mathematics. The main concept behind this is the 
separation of domain and HPC knowledge. The GPI-Space framework was first used 
as a core part of the Seismic Development and Programming Architecture (SDPA), 
developed at the same institute. Currently, GPI-Space is used in many seismic 
applications such as interactive seismic imaging or reverse time migration [13], and 
continues to be used as a core part in other new frameworks [22]. This technology 
allows the domain developers to build domain specific workflows using own 
parallelization patterns, data management, and I/O routines, without being concerned 
with the HPC infrastructure in detail, while the runtime system takes care of general 
aspects related to scheduling, distributed memory management, or resilience. At the 
same time, an end user may benefit from using this platform and the existing domain 
workflows, and reduce the turnover time of projects by running legacy codes as tasks 
executed by workflows. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: The GPI-Space core plus domain specific HPC modules for executing user codes in 
SDPA. 

Below we describe the main components of GPI-Space. 

The distributed runtime system represents the execution layer of GPI-Space. It relies 
on an Event Driven Architecture in which an agent may have multiple masters, slaves, 
and event subscribers. On top of this architecture stays the orchestrator, which is 
responsible with handling the user requests and scheduling them to the available 
agents. The agents may dispose of a workflow engine that interpret sub-workflows, 
create intermediary tasks, and assemble the results. The workers are terminal 
components in this architecture, having no slaves, capable of executing tasks and 
having access to the global virtual memory. The memory transfers are managed by the 
runtime system and are automatically executed before and after the execution of a 
task. A graphical representation of the distributed runtime system, deployed as a tree, 
is shown in Figure 5. Other deployment topologies are possible. 
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Figure 5: Distributed runtime system deployed as a tree over a partitioned global address space. 

Resilience is one of the main concerns of GPI-Space and workers may join and leave 
the system at any time without affecting other workers or stopping the execution of a 
workflow. Tasks are submitted with a list of requirements and workers may have 
different capabilities. The runtime aims to fairly schedule tasks on workers with 
capabilities that are best matching the requirements while trying to minimize the 
transfer and the computational costs and find a Pareto optimal assignment. 

The coordination layer consists of a workflow engine, a workflow description language, 
a Petri Net compiler and some other tools that are intended to help the user to build 
workflows. The workflows are high-level Petri Nets described in a proprietary XML-
based language and are interpreted by the workflow engine. A Petri Net compiler 
invoked by the runtime automatically translates the XML description of the workflow 
into some intermediary format that the workflow engine is capable to understand. 
Workflows can be arbitrary modular and use other workflows as elements, allowing the 
users to predefine building blocks once and re-use them subsequently in more complex 
workflows. The workflow engine generates tasks that are submitted to the internal 
scheduler, which tries to find best workers where to execute them. 

To meet the demands for fast processing big amounts of data either in-memory or on 
disk, as is the case of seismic applications, GPI-Space has integrated a virtual memory 
layer that is capable of facilitating fast access to data by using GPI-2 [7] or the BeeGFS 
file system [8]. 

GPI-2 is an implementation of the GASPI [12] PGAS API. In GPI-2, the memory of 
individual nodes in a cluster is aggregated and abstracted as a single address space, 
where large objects, often exceeding the capacity of a single cluster node, can be 
stored. GPI-2 represents an alternative to the traditional message-passing model for 
the development of parallel applications that are intended to run on modern multicore 
systems, focusing on one-sided communication and the development of asynchronous 
algorithms, leveraging the capabilities of modern interconnects to overlap 
communication with computation. 

BeeGFS [8] is a parallel file system, developed and optimized for high-performance 
computing. In BeeGFS files are split into chunks of configurable size and distributed 
over the existing storage servers, allowing fast access to data. BeeGFS can be 
deployed on-demand, allowing the creation of BeeGFS on a set of nodes with one 
single command line. One can, thus, create a dedicated parallel file system for any job 
running on a node reservation in a cluster or in a cloud. 

Within GPI-Space different applications can be combined into a workflow and executed 
using the virtual memory as a shared storage layer that facilitates the interaction with 
each other. 

3.4 PaRSEC 

PaRSEC [15] is a generic framework for architecture-aware scheduling and 
management of micro-tasks on distributed many-core heterogeneous architectures. 
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PaRSEC is the underlying runtime and dynamic scheduling engine of the DPLASMA 
numerical linear algebra library for dense matrices, among others. PaRSEC has been 
designed as a massively parallel distributed runtime system since its beginning around 
2010. 

PaRSEC provides flexibility in the interaction between the domain science and the 
runtime. The runtime supports a flexible API, allowing domain scientists to define 
domain specific languages (DSL), driven by the domain requirements and features. 
This decreases the learning curve for scientists to interact with the runtime, and more 
specifically to become proficient and maximize the performance of their algorithms. 
Two DSLs are currently available in the main PaRSEC distribution. First, the 
Parametrised Task Graph (PTG) interface [16] expressing algorithms as parametrised 
graphs of tasks with dependencies. Unlike the standard (non-parametrised) Directed 
Acyclic Graph (DAG), PTG does not need access to the global DAG representation, 
and it is able to unfold the dependencies from any point of the graph. This feature is 
extremely important for maintaining scalability for very large numbers of nodes. PTG is 
quite straightforward if the structure of the DAG is known at compile time. However, 
expressing dynamic algorithms, where the DAG is data dependent and cannot be 
expressed a-priori, becomes challenging.  

This limitation has been the main motivation for the recently developed Dynamic Task 
Discovery (DTD) interface of PaRSEC [17]. This approach allows inserting tasks into 
the DAG at runtime, enhancing programmability for problems where the DAG is not 
available prior the computation. The resulting programming model is in fact analogous 
to the Sequential Task Flow (STF) of StarPU. 

Both PTG and DTD interfaces of PaRSEC share the same communication engine. The 
goal of this engine is to coordinate tasks on different nodes as well as transferring data 
from one node to another as dictated by the DAG. PaRSEC overlaps communication 
and computation whenever possible. To achieve this, it employs non-blocking two-
sided communication functions from the MPI library. Ideally, a local copy of data is 
ready before a task operating on them is launched. 

A user is expected to describe data to PaRSEC in a special format, namely as a C 
structure derived from a base type parsec_data_collection_t. The common part of 
this structure for the DTD interface is formed by two function pointers, the rank_of_key 
and data_of_key functions. Pieces of data are identified for PaRSEC DTD by unique 
keys. The rank_of_key function can be called on each process and returns the owner 
of the piece of data with the identifier. Then, the data_of_key function can be called on 
the process who owns the data to return the physical address to its memory. The 
function returns a pointer to a structure of type parsec_data_t, which contains the 
starting address and length of the piece of data as well as the data collection structure 
it belongs to, see the snippet below. 

parsec_data_t *data = NULL; 
if (dc->rank_of_key(dc, key) == my_rank ) { 
    data = dc->data_of_key(dc, key); 
} 

While PaRSEC comes with several predefined common data collection types, such as 
a parallel matrix distributed in the 2D block cyclic fashion, a user can add his own data 
collection types by providing custom implementations of the rank_of_key and 

data_of_key functions. 
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4 Directory/Cache architecture and API overview 

4.1 Abstract data representation 

One of the key concepts on which the Directory/Cache design relies is assuming a 
multilevel representation of data that abstracts its physical representation to the user, 
as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This representation allows the end users to work only with data abstractions (global 
ranges), safely assuming that the data they work with is contiguous and linearly 
addressable, independently of its physical distribution. The lowest layer in this 
multilevel representation is the physical segment. This level offers detailed information 
about data allocations and distributions over segments and nodes, requiring knowledge 
about the segment type and hardware. This information is mainly used internally by the 
Directory/Cache and is not directly exposed to the users. The second level is 
represented by the logical segment. This abstracts the notion of physical segment, 
offering a linear view of a user’s data item. The third level of abstraction exposes the 
allocations in the global memory to the end user as contiguous regions, even though 
they may physically span over numerous segment parts across different nodes. An 
allocation is a linear view on (distributed) parts of a segment. A subrange of an 
allocation is referred to as a global range.  

The users never work directly with data stored in the global memory and do not have 
knowledge about the exact physical locations. Instead, a user may query the 
Directory/Cache to retrieve the range from the global memory into a certain local 
cache. This copy is identified by a local range that contains a pointer to the 
corresponding region in the cache and the size of this region. 

Multiple local ranges corresponding to a single global range may coexist in multiple 
caches. Additionally, multiple clients may use copies of the same data, stored in either 
the same cache or in different caches, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Hierarchical data representation. 
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4.2 Short overview of the Directory Cache API 

In this section we give a short overview of the Directory/Cache API, which was 
designed to be general and applicable to many different task-based runtimes. 

4.2.1 Managing memory 
The Directory/Cache API supports the management of segments and allocations of 
data. Segments can be thought of as containers for allocations, where data is allocated 
inside segments. Segments are created by providing the overall size and a description 
of the desired segment. This description represents the policy to apply for distributing 
the segment amongst the physical memory spaces and the technology to use. For 
instance MPI_equally_distributed will select a segment that is evenly distributed 

amongst the nodes and uses MPI RMA for the underlying communications. It is 
possible for the user to create many different segments, using different distribution 
policies and communication technologies. The creation of a segment returns a unique 
segment identifier which can then be used to reference this segment and delete it later 
in the code. The methods below can be used in order to create and delete segments: 

segment_id_t segment_create (size_t, SegmentDescription); 
void segment_delete(segment_id_t); 

The user must provide the number of bytes to allocate, along with the segment to 
allocate them in (based upon the segment identifier) and the policy for decomposing 
the allocated data internal to the segment. For instance, a policy of type equally 
distributed will evenly decompose the allocation of data amongst the distributed 
memory spaces of the physical segment. Whilst a number of pre-defined allocation 
policies are already implemented in the prototype implementation of the 
Directory/Cache, the users are allowed to define and add their own. The allocation of 
data returns a unique identifier that can be used for data retrieval and manipulation, as 
well as deallocation of data. The methods below can be used to allocate/free data: 

data_id_t allocate (size_t, segment_id_t, DataDescription); 
void free (data_id_t); 

Local cache memory can be explicitly allocated and deleted using one of the methods 
below: 

cache_id_t in_process_cache_create (size_t); 
shareable_cache_id_t shareable_cache_create (size_t); 
void cache_delete (cache_id_t); 

These methods provide users with the flexibility to define the size of the cache and also         
maintaining distinct caches for different data areas. The caches are managed by the 
local Directory/Cache server.  

In the following subsections we give a short overview about the operations on data 
provided by the API. These operations can be executed either in blocking or non-
blocking modes via specific API calls detailed in subsection 4.2.5. These operations 
require the user to know information about the cache identifiers and the local and 
global ranges involved. 

4.2.2 Managing local cache data 
The allocate method will reserve a memory block with a specific size for reading and 

writing within a cache. The result is in this case a (mutable) local range. The execution 
of the release operation will release the local range (either mutable or constant) from 

whichever cache it is allocated in. For this purpose one of the methods below can be 
used: 
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mutable_local_range_t allocate (size_t, cache_id_t); 
void release (local_range_t); 

4.2.3 Retrieving global data 
Services are provided to access global data, which will issue any communications, and 
place data into a local cache.  

The Directory/Cache implements the get_const_t operation in order to create a read-

only local copy into a local cache identified by a cache_id_t object of a piece of data 

identified by a global range stored in the global memory. This operation can be 
executed either in blocking or non-blocking mode, with the result being a 
const_local_range_t object. The effects of performing this operation are: 

• Internally updating the list of local copies maintained by the directory service. 

• Transferring data from the global memory into the local cache if a valid copy 
from a previous get_const_t operation does not already exist in the cache 

(otherwise the operation returns the cached copy). 

Creating a local copy in the local  cache identified by a cache identifier of a piece of 
data stored in the global memory, identified by a global range, which will eventually be 
modified, requires one to perform a get_mutable_t operation. The result of this 

operation is a mutable_local_range_t object. The effect of executing this operation 

will be an exclusive local copy equivalent to the global range (may transfer data or may 
reuse local cache). 

The operations are defined as specified next: 

struct get_const_t 
{ 
  get_const_t (global_range_t, cache_id_t); 
  using result_type = const_local_range_t; 
  ... 
}; 
struct get_mutable_t 
{ 
  get_mutable_t (global_range_t, cache_id_t); 
  using result_type = mutable_local_range_t; 
  ... 
}; 

The global range can span over multiple nodes and the Directory/Cache may perform 
multiple low level transfer operations in background, using segment underlying 
communication library calls as shown in    Figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 8: The get operation may require multiple low-level transfer operations. 
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The client API foresees the existence of other variants of get_const_t operations, 

with the semantics defined in [10], such as:   

get_const_preferring_direct_segment_memory_access_t 
get_const_with_tag_t 
get_const_preferring_direct_segment_memory_access_with_tag_t                                                                            

The first variant creates a local range that points directly to the location in segment if 
the requested global range is stored locally. If the global range is spread across several 
ranks, a transfer from the global memory into the local cache is necessary and the 
returned local range points to the cached copy. The second variant has the same effect 
as a get_const_t operation, but waits until a put_and_set_tag_t operation with the 

same tag for the requested global range is eventually performed. The third variant is a 
combination of the first two. The API also provides variants for the get_mutable_t 

operation, with similar behaviour as the get_const variants described above: 

get_mutable_preferring_direct_segment_memory_access_t 
get_mutable_with_tag_t 
get_mutable_preferring_direct_segment_memory_access_with_tag_t   

4.2.4 Writing to global data 
The API provides the operation put_t for writing data held in the local cache into 

global memory. This operation writes the data specified by a local range into the global 
memory, at a location described by a given global range, invalidating first all existing 
local copies before effectively executing the memory transfers. A put_t operation 

receives as input parameters the source local range (const or mutable) and the global 

range describing the location in the global memory where to store the data, as shown 
in the listing below: 

struct put_t 
{ 
  put_t (const_local_range_t, global_range_t); 
  put_t (mutable_local_range_t, global_range_t); 
  using result_type = void_t; 
  … 
}; 

Transferring a piece of data stored in a local cache into the global memory requires the 
existence of a mutable local range for this. If the mutable local range was not already 
created as a result of a get_mutable_t operation, this should be created by an explicit 

allocate operation. Knowing the local range and the global range, a put_t operation 

can be executed asynchronously, which invalidates first all the potential existing local 
copies. 

The Directory/Cache API provides multiple variants of the put operation, as for example 
put_and_release_t, which produces an atomic composition of a put_t and a 

release_t operation. This operation allows for reusing a range from cache in a 

following get_*() call, even though it was a mutable range. Additionally, the 

Directory/Cache implements the operations put_and_set_tag_t and 

put_and_release_and_set_tag_t. The operation put_and_set_tag_t is similar to 

put_t, with the exception that the user may specify a tag for the involved global range. 

This tag is used in get_const_with_tag_t or get_mutable_with_tag_t operations 

for requesting the same global range labeled with that tag (which are eventually waiting 
until a put_and_set_tag_t for that range occurs). The operation 

put_and_release_and_set_tag_t has the same effect as an atomic composition of a 

put_and_set_tag_t and release_t operation. 
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struct put_and_release_t 
{ 
  put_and_release_t (const_local_range_t, global_range_t); 
  put_and_release_t (mutable_local_range_t, global_range_t); 
  using result_type = void_t; 
  … 
}; 
struct put_and_set_tag_t : put_t 
{ 
  put_and_set_tag_t (const_local_range_t, global_range_t, tag_t); 
  put_and_set_tag_t (mutable_local_range_t, global_range_t, tag_t); 
  … 
}; 
struct put_and_release_and_set_tag_t : put_and_set_tag_t 
{ 
  put_and_release_and_set_tag_t 
    (const_local_range_t, global_range_t, tag_t); 
  put_and_release_and_set_tag_t  
    (mutable_local_range_t, global_range_t, tag_t); 
  … 
}; 

The global range can span over multiple nodes and the Directory/Cache may perform 
multiple low level transfer operations in background using segment underlying 
communication library calls as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The put operation may require multiple low-level transfer operations. 

4.2.5 Executing operations 
As already mentioned, all operations on data can be executed in a blocking or non-
blocking manner, returning a result of base type operation_result_t directly, when 

blocking, or a handle to a std::future object, when not blocking. This handle can be 

tested for termination and waited upon for completion (via a get method), which also 

provides the operation's result. In a non-blocking execution, one of the execute 

methods listed below may be used. These methods take as argument one or more 
operations and return back one or more handles to the future objects containing the 
results. Individual results of operations are represented by operation_result_t 

which is an interface implemented by all possible return types of operations. 

std::future<operation_result_t> execute (operation_t); 
std::vector<std::future<operation_result_t>> execute  
  (std::vector<operation_t>); 
 
operation_result_t execute_sync (operation_t); 
std::vector<operation_result_t> execute_sync          
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  (std::vector<operation_t>); 
 
void execute_bunch  
  ( std::vector<operation_t> 
  , std::function<void (std::vector<operation_result_t>)> 
  , std::function<void (error::multiple<>)> 
  ); 

For convenience, the methods execute_sync are provided, which will not return 

handles but block for the completion of all provided operations and return the results 
immediately. In addition, the execute_bunch method takes user-provided callback 

functions that are to be invoked in case of success (second argument) or failure (third 
argument), instead of returning handles. In case of failure of one of the operations, all 
modifications produced by the still running or already completed operations are 
attempted to be cancelled and rolled back. However, whilst rolling back the 
modifications produced by allocations is always possible, implementing this for other 
types of operations is not guaranteed to be supported. Due to the technical difficulty 
involved, there is no requirement for the implementation to roll back the partially 
performed remote modifications. 

4.2.6 Transfer costs 
Transfer costs provide the cost for each node in the completion of memory transfer 
operations. This function is intended to assist task-based runtime systems to take cost-
driven scheduling decisions for minimizing the execution time of codes. This function 
takes as argument a vector of operations and returns back a vector of rank - cost pairs, 
sorted in the ascending order of costs, with the following signature: 

std::vector<std::pair<rank_t, double>> transfer_costs  
  (std::vector<operation_t>);    

4.2.7 Data locality description 
Transfer costs provide a fairly high level information. For more detailed information a 
user may request information about the physical location of ranges involved in a given 
list of operations. The data_locality function is provided for this purpose. Compared 

to the transfer_costs function, this call provides more detailed information about the 

local copies of a global range and their location. It is intended to help the task-based 
runtime systems to make scheduling decisions that exploit data locality, as for 
example, scheduling a list of operations on a rank where most copies of the involved 
ranges already exist. 

std::vector<data_locality_description> data_locality 
  (std:vector<global_range_t>); 

The data locality description structure has three data members: a global range, the 
rank of the node where this is stored in the global memory and a set of ranks where 
copies of parts of this range are stored as in the code snippet below. 

struct data_locality_description 
{ 
  global_range_t range; 
  rank_t home; 
  std::set<rank_t> copies; 
  … 
}; 
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4.3 Reference implementation 

We have developed a reference implementation of the Directory/Cache API. The 
underlying concepts and the API are sufficiently general and can be implemented in 
any language. Our prototype relies on the client-server architecture depicted in Figure 
10, which for performance reasons we chose to implement in C++. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Directory/Cache client-server architecture. 

This architecture assumes the existence of one instance per rank in a distributed 
environment (multiple instances per host are possible). A local server may create and 
manage multiple caches. The original data is stored in one or more segments across 
several nodes and copies of global data are stored in local caches. Multiple clients may 
connect to a Directory/Cache server and each client may attach to specific local caches 
that may be shared between clients. The clients can be started either within the same 
process as the corresponding local server or in a distinct process. The second 
approach offers the advantage of supporting the coupling of external programs with a 
running Directory/Cache service. An important feature for a runtime system is the 
tolerance to failures. Running the clients in processes other than the server makes the 
Directory/Cache tolerant to client failures; as in this case the Directory/Cache will 
continue to work with its remaining connected clients.  
The architecture also decouples the client API from the server API, which means that 
modifications can be made to the client interface for specific runtimes without impacting 
the underlying Directory/Cache server. The Directory/Cache is intended to be used 
primarily by the task-based runtime systems, but applications may also directly use it. 
 
This architecture is flexible and extensible, allowing work with an extensible list of 
segment types that may coexist and that can be simultaneously used. GASPI [12], MPI 
RMA [11], and BeeGFS [8] transport layers are provided via SegmentDescription 

implementations. New segment types can be developed independently and integrated 
in a straightforward manner, without requiring modifications to other Directory/Cache 
components. These all implement the standard segment_interface. This is useful as 

it supports interoperability between the different lower level communication 
technologies without requiring extensive modifications to the higher level caller of the 
Directory/Cache (such as the task-based runtimes). 
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The Directory/Cache server can be configured to work with a variable number of 
segment factories and descriptions. A segment factory type contains specific 
information that is used for configuring and initializing the underlying communication 
infrastructure used for implementing the operations specified in the segment interface 
(such as GPI-2 and MPI RMA.) The segment types can be defined and implemented 
independently from the Directory/Cache. In order to inform the server on which 
segment type to use, the segment developers should provide segment descriptions 
that contain the factory type to use for creating segments. A segment factory can be 
constructed out from a user defined set of parameters (of type 
SegmentFactory::params), the list of hosts on which the Directory/Cache runs and 

the rank of the local server. The Directory/Cache server has to be informed, at compile 
time, of the segment factories and descriptions to use as parameters, as in the code 
snippet below, which instantiates a Directory/Cache server that uses GASPI and MPI 
factories and equally distributed segments, respectively: 

server_templ 
  < factories<gaspi::context, mpi::context> 
  , descriptions< gaspi::equally_distributed_segment_description 
                , mpi::equally_distributed_segment_description 
                > 
  > dc_server; 

4.4 Example of directly using the Directory/Cache API and the 
prototype implementation 

This section shows how an application may directly use the Directory/Cache API, which 
is, however, intended to be used as a global memory layer and not as a communication 
library between processes. We illustrate this via an example that solves the Laplace 
equation on a two dimensional mesh of processes. The example was implemented 
using the Directory/Cache API and tested against the prototype implementation.  

Rather than using a specific application, we chose to implement the Jacobi iteration 
scheme for solving the Laplace equation, which is used in many numerical codes. In 
two dimensions, with u, g functions defined on a real bi-dimensional coordinate space 
and the Dirichlet boundary conditionsu g , this equation requires finding solutions for 
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This equation is solved using finite differences and five-point stencils with a basic 
Jacobi iteration scheme. On a two dimensional mesh, this method involves calculating 
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while (residual > Ɛ) 
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    for (i = 1; i <= N; i++) 
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        } 
    } 
    residual = compute_residual(); 
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} 

A common strategy to parallelize this algorithm in two dimensions is by decomposing 

the initial N N  matrix of values into P Q  submatrices ( P  and Q  are the sizes of the 

rectangular mesh of processes used) where the processes then perform computations 
on their local submatrix. This parallelization approach requires that each process 
stores, in addition to its local submatrix, the bordering rows or columns of its 
neighbours. For this purpose, each process allocates an extended matrix consisting in 
the original local submatrix and two additional rows and columns (called halos) for the 
borders. This parallelization method requires, at each step, before carrying out local 
computations, that each process exchange its borders with the neighbours (halo swap). 
In the following, we assume that the submatrix assigned to each process has 
n_local_rows rows and n_local_cols columns. As an even distribution of the initial 

matrix over processes is not always possible, it may happen that some processes have 
one additional row or column than others. We denote by max_n_local_rows and 

max_n_local_cols the maximum amongst all processes of the local number of rows 

and the number of local columns, respectively. 

Implementing this algorithm directly using the Directory/Cache is straightforward, as the 
application developer only has to deal with memory ranges and is not concerned with 
explicitly programming the communication between processes. However, since the 
Directory/Cache does not provide synchronisation primitives but only access to data, 
developers that want to integrate applications directly with the Directory/Cache must 
explicitly deal with parallelization patterns, memory management, and synchronization 
between tasks as no data-flow graph driving the task execution exist as it would be the 
case when using a task-based runtime system. This includes ensuring order of 
segment creation before trying to fetch data from it, distributing the segment 
information, as well as ensuring data writing has finished before data is read. All 
operations in the Directory/Cache API are to be invoked by a single process, in 
contrast with other parallel programming libraries, where e.g. segment creation is a 
collective operation called by all processes at once. To emulate this in the example, a 
wrapper was written that transforms non-collective operations to collective operations 
by calling the function on one process and distributing the returned data to the others. 
The code snippets below refer to this via the collective object.  

At program startup, each process must instantiate a local client that connects to the 
corresponding local Directory/Cache server, created in this case within the same 
process as the local server. A segment of appropriate size is created using the 
collective wrapper function segment_create as in the code snippet below, where a 

GASPI segment equally distributed amongst the nodes is created: 

vmem::server server (……); 
vmem::in_process_client client (server); 
 
vmem::size_t segment_size 
   (2*nranks*(max_n_local_rows+max_n_local_cols)*sizeof(double)); 
 
vmem::segment_id_t const segment  
   ( collective.segment_create  
     ( segment_size 
     , vmem::gaspi::equally_distributed_segment_description() 
     ) 
   ); 

Additionally, each client instantiated by a process creates a local cache of appropriate 
size, sufficiently large for storing the halos, as in the code snipet below: 

vmem::size_t cache_size  
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   (2*(max_n_local_rows+max_n_local_cols)*sizeof(double)); 
 
vmem::cache_id_t const cache  
   (client.in_process_cache_create (cache_size)); 

After the segment is defined, each process creates four global data items in the global 
memory for storing the halos of neighbouring processes, one for each direction, again 
using the collective wrapper method allocate. The code snippet below shows this for 

the left neighbour, where nranks is the number server instances, max_n_local_rows  

and max_n_local_cols are the maximum number of local rows and columns 

assigned to each process and segment is the identifier of the segment where the 

allocation should be done: 

collective.allocate // from left neighbour 
  ( vmem::size_t (nranks*max_n_local_rows*sizeof(double)) 
  , segment 
  , vmem::prefix_filled_data() 
  ); 

Each process also allocates initially memory in the local cache for storing the mutable 
local ranges corresponding to the borders with the neighbouring processes using an 
allocate_t range operation. This is illustrated in the code snipet below, which 

requests enough cache space to hold n_local_rows double-precision values for the 

left and right neighbours and n_local_cols double-precision values for the up and 

down neighbours: 

std::vector<vmem::in_process_client::operation_t> req 
  { vmem::op::allocate_t (n_local_rows*sizeof(double), cache) 
  , vmem::op::allocate_t (n_local_rows*sizeof(double), cache) 
  , vmem::op::allocate_t (n_local_cols*sizeof(double), cache) 
  , vmem::op::allocate_t (n_local_cols*sizeof(double), cache) 
  }; 
 
client.execute_sync (req)); // execute operations 

The numerical algorithm proceeds iteratively, and at each step each process 
exchanges first the borders with the neighbours and then performs computations with 
the local submatrix. For the halo swap, each process copies first the current border 
columns/rows of its submatrix into the local cache and then prepares an array of 
put_and_release_t operations, one for each neighbour. For effectively updating the 

global data containing the actual borders, each process assembles the array with 
put_and_release_t operations and asynchronously executes them, waiting for their 

completion. This is done using the API method execute_sync mentioned in subsection 

4.2.5, as in the code snippet below: 

std::vector<vmem::in_process_client::operation_t> puts; 
 
memcpy  
  ( local_range.pointer() 
  , &src[local_row_size+1], n_local_cols*sizeof (double) 
  ); 
 
vmem::offset_t offset  
  (max_n_local_cols*rank_up_neighbour*sizeof (double)); 
 
puts.emplace_back  
  (vmem::op::put_and_release_t  
     ( local_range 
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     , {global_data[UP],{offset,local_range.range.size}} 
     ) 
  ); 
……… 
client.execute_sync (puts); 

After updating the global memory containing the borders, a process must synchronize 
with others to make sure that the data it wants to retrieve locally (i.e. borders of 
neighbouring processes) is the up-to-date. For this purpose the processes must call a 
collective barrier, which again is not part of the API but provided by the collective 
wrapper class. 

After all neighbours have updated the locations in the global memory storing the local 
borders of each process, each process performs a get_mutable_t operation for 

retrieving the halos from the global memory and updates its local submatrix 
correspondingly. For this purpose each process assembles an array of get requests for 
the global ranges containing the borders with its neighbours, which are then 
asynchronously executed using the execute_sync API method mentioned in 

subsection 4.2.5, which also waits for their completion, as in the code snipet below: 

std::vector<vmem::in_process_client::operation_t> gets; 
 
vmem::offset_t offset 
  {client.rank()*max_n_local_cols*sizeof (double)}; 
 
vmem::global_range_t const global_range  
  { global_data[DOWN] 
  , {offset,vmem::size_t {n_local_cols*sizeof (double)}} 
  }; 
 
gets.emplace_back  
  (vmem::op::get_mutable_t(global_range, cache)); 
 
…… 
client.execute_sync (gets); 

After retrieving the borders from the global memory in caches, the extended local 
submatrix is updated and the calculations with this submatrix are performed. Upon 
completion a collective barrier is again needed to ensure that the data was not 
overriden by a faster neighbour. The iterative process is repeated for a predefined 
number of steps. 

Once the iterative scheme has terminated, the cache is freed and the segment is 
deleted as per the code snippet below. 

client.cache_delete (cache); 
collective.segment_delete (segment); 

The main purpose of this example is to illustrate how to use the Directory/Cache API in 
order to program a parallel application using a distributed shared memory programming 
model. The example also shows that such an API relieves the user from dealing with 
low level and complex details of data retrieval and movement while benefitting from 
pre-existing segment implementations supported by different communication libraries 
(e.g. GPI-2 or MPI RMA). Another purpose of this example was to test the 
Directory/Cache prototype implementation. By compiling it with the option 
WITH_DATA_TRANSFER_VERIFICATION, the example can be run as a test that verifies 

the correctness of memory transfers between processes. For this purpose, each 
process uses a special local submatrix whose elements are a function of its rank and 
the current iteration. At each iteration step, each process knows exactly which values 
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(halos) should receive from its neighbours and the transfers are checked, aborting in 
case of wrong values. All the tests perfomed in a distributed environment behaved 
correctly, which proves that the Directory/Cache prototype implementation of the API is 
correct. 

Due to the collective barriers used between iterations, the strong scalability of this 
example is a concern. A task-based runtime system can better synchronize just the 
tasks depending on the individual data transfer. While a direct coupling of applications 
with the Directory/Cache is possible, it is less suitable as the Directory/Cache API was 
intended mainly for the task-based runtime systems which do data flow driven 
synchronization. 
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5 Integration of Directory/Cache with task-based 
runtime systems 

The applications may either use the Directory/Cache directly, as shown in subsection 
4.4, explicitly handling the parallelization patterns and memory management or 
indirectly, by executing on top of a task-based runtime system that is integrated with 
the Directory/Cache and handles these aspects internally. In this second case the 
runtime system should invoke the appropriate Directory/Cache API call(s) behind their 
own specific exposed API. Ideally, the applications already running on a task-based 
runtime system should work with minimal modifications after integration with our 
Directory/Cache service. The main benefits from this integration are providing the user 
access through a unified interface to a mixture of memory types and segment 
implementations (that can be simultaneously used) and automatic caching support, at 
the expense of requiring minimal changes in applications. 

The task-based runtime systems can either directly use the basic client interface, as 
shown in subsection 4.4, or extend it by adding specific functionality. At the same time, 
new segment implementations are straightforward to add without modifications in the 
client or server implementation required, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Integrating OmpSs with the Directory/Cache  

 Support for distributed memory systems in OmpSs with Directory/Cache 
(OmpSs+D/C) makes use of existing functionality. In our previous work, we have 
developed a cluster enabled, internal prototype of OmpSs which implements a single 
shared address space through explicit MPI calls and a set of management classes 
(OmpSs+MPI). These classes implement the master and slave process roles, 
distributed task scheduling, global task synchronization, and data handling. Apart from 
data handling, this functionality is reused in OmpSs+D/C. 

In the cluster implementation of OmpSs with MPI, data movement is determined by 
scheduling decisions and the application's data flow which is based on the dependency 
information of each task. Depending on where a task has been scheduled for execution 
and the location of data previously generated by a producer task, data may be moved 
between processes or nodes. Due to the centralized handling of task dependencies 
and task scheduling in a master/slave architecture, remote processes communicate 
task completion statuses back to the master process in order to advance the execution 
of the application. This allows for a centralized directory implementation to keep track 
of data locations and to pass this information to the task as it is moves to a ready-task 
queue of a particular process. Just before task execution, the location of input data for 
this task can be consulted and data can be moved to the executing node. In this sense, 
data handling in OmpSs+MPI is tightly integrated into the tasking functionality. 

Figure 11: The task-based runtime systems can use or extend the Directory/Cache 
basic client interface and new segment types can be added. 
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As the Directory/Cache (D/C) decouples data movement from task handling, data 
movement depends only on data location as well as previous and current access types. 
While the D/C emphasizes modular design, and simplifies programming model 
development, both implementations, that is OmpSs+D/C and OmpSs+MPI, are 
technically viable and a comparison makes sense.  

The inclusion of the Directory/Cache in OmpSs includes two steps. Firstly, the 
architectural components of the D/C such as server, client, segment, and cache must 
be added to the runtime code. In addition, workflows need to be established to define 
how the D/C is included in the execution model of OmpSs. This step defines data 
movement from stack or user-allocated memory locations to data segments as well as 
the reverse operation in case a task synchronization point requires cached data to be 
written back to the original memory location. 

 

Figure 12: Architectural overview of OmpSs with the Directory/Cache shows the association of 
components to processes (nodes) and threads. 

Figure 12 gives an architectural overview of the Directory/Cache components in the 
OmpSs runtime. It is interesting to point out that the OmpSs runtime provides an 
abstract class for each processor called ComputePlace. Each compute place contains a 
MemoryPlace, which represents the data context of that processor. The inclusion of the 
D/C cache object in the memory place is beneficial as it allows multiple worker threads 
to acquire and reuse the data environment including the cache for task execution. This 
architecture maximizes the reuse of cached data independently of the states of worker 
threads. 

 

Figure 13: Program execution with OmpSs and directory/cache consists of three steps: staging, 
task execution, and write-back. 

Figure 13 shows a schematic execution of four tasks by two processes with disjoint 
address spaces. It can be considered as the actual execution of the matrix-vector 
multiplication shown in Figure 1. The overall workflow can be divided into three steps: 

- The first step (1) is the staging phase where user data, that is stack or heap-
allocated data, is moved to the globally-accessible segment. There are several 
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possible implementations for this. One way is the use of a special memory 
allocation call (dmalloc) by the programmer. Dmalloc accepts a pointer 
representing the user’s data address, size, and distribution as parameters and 
allocates data in the global data segment of the specified size and specified 
distribution. Further, this call creates an association between the user data 
(pointer) and a global range and stores it into a translation_and_state_t map. 
This map is used during task execution to redirect the correct pointer accesses 
to the corresponding local range in the D/C cache. To avoid the use of dmalloc, 
data can be staged by an initialization task that is bound for execution on the 
master node. The initialization task triggers a copy of user data of a specified 
size to the segment space just before task-execution, called task pre-run phase. 
This is equivalent to a first-touch policy where the translation_and_state_t 
map is consulted if an entry in a segment for a given address exists. In case an 
entry does not exist, data is copied to the segment. OmpSs currently 
implements dmalloc as a means for data staging.  

- The second step is task execution (2). Since tasks directly access original 
addresses during their execution, it is necessary to redirect these accesses to 
the D/C caches. Figure 14 shows how the redirection is generated by the 
OmpSs compiler and we discuss it further below. To set up local ranges, the 
executing thread processes the list of task parameters in the task pre-run phase 
and calls the corresponding Directory/Cache put, get, and getput operations 
for each of them. Thus, each operation corresponds to a task parameter, its 
size and its dependency type. In this sense, a OmpSs task parameter marked 
as in (input) corresponds to a get, an out (output) corresponds to a put, and an 
inout (input/output) corresponds to a getput that creates a mutable local range.   

- The last step (3) copies segment data back to the original user data location. 
This operation is triggered by an OmpSs taskwait and is implemented using the 
segment direct access.  

static void nanos6_unpack_0(double *&a, double *&x, 
double *&b, int &i, int &cols, int &bs) throw() { 
 /*Original task body*/ 
} 
static void nanos6_ol_1(::nanos_task_args_0 &arg, 
::nanos6_taskloop_bounds_t &taskloop_bounds) throw() { 
  double * _t1, *_t2, *_t3; //create temporal pointer 
variable 
  ::nanos6_translate_adr_to_local(arg.a, &_t1 );  
  ::nanos6_translate_adr_to_local(arg.x, &_t2 ); 
  ::nanos6_translate_adr_to_local(arg.b, &_t3 ); 
  ::nanos6_unpack_0(_t1, _t2, _t3, arg.i, arg.cols, 
arg.bs); 
  ; 
} 

Figure 14: Simplified intermediate code generated by the OmpSs front-end compiler shows task 
creation, submission, and access redirection into D/C caches. 

Figure 14 illustrates the compiler generated, intermediate source code for the matrix-
vector multiplication from Figure 1. It shows the use of a wrapper function nanos6_ol_1 
for the task nanos6_unpack_0 that allows to implement parameter adjustments before 
task invocation. In this case shared task parameters a, x, and b, corresponding to the 
input vector, the input matrix and the output vector, are redirected to temporal variables 
_t1, _t2 and _t3 by calling the runtime API function nanos6_translate_adr_to_local 
for each parameter. 
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5.2 Integrating StarPU with the Directory/Cache 

The execution model of the StarPU runtime system is a fully distributed. The main 
property of this model is that it does not include a master node. The directed acyclic 
graph of tasks is locally processed by every node without synchronizations. The 
functioning of the existing StarPU-MPI distributed layer of StarPU is described in 
Section 3.2. It involves generating MPI_Isend requests on the source side of each 
inter-node dependence edges and generating the corresponding MPI_Irecv requests 
on the destination side of these edges. The relationship between tasks and inter-node 
dependence edges is, therefore, that a task producing a piece of data to be sent 
triggers the MPI_Isend request; and the completion of the MPI_Irecv request on the 
other side triggers the task(s) depending on that piece of data. 

5.2.1 Memory management  
The programming model of the Directory/Cache is based on put/get routines instead 
of the send/recv routines used by the StarPU-MPI layer. The put/get model differs in 
several ways from the send/recv routines. The put/get model defines notions of local 
and global segments that have to be allocated, where nodes can temporarily acquire a 
local copy of a range of a global segment, read it and/or modify it (if the range was 
acquired as mutable), and put it back to the global segment again. There is no 
equivalent of the notion of global segment in the send/recv model in general, and there 
is no notion of segment (local or global) in the MPI send/recv model. It is generally not 
possible to allocate segments at initialization time and keep them for the session 
lifetime, because a runtime system is meant to be used not only from applications, but 
also from intermediate codes such as numerical libraries and solvers. In consequence, 
the user code data structures and overall footprint is generally unknown at initialization 
time to estimate the suitable segment size. The sequential task flow programming 
model of StarPU makes this early estimation even more difficult, because the graph of 
tasks is discovered dynamically, at run-time. The Directory/Cache was therefore 
extended to allow the dynamic allocation/deallocation of segments in the StarPU work. 
The integration of StarPU and the Directory/Cache then implements the logic for 
managing these dynamic segment allocations. In conjunction with this segment 
allocation extension, the Directory/Cache was also extended to support initial 
population of a global segment range with existing local contents. This is required as it 
avoids breaking existing StarPU user codes and libraries using data residing in 
memory allocated by external means (e.g. through regular libc malloc, through Fortran 
allocate, and as static data structures). 

5.2.2 Data transfers and versioning 
A key property leveraged by StarPU-MPI is that the send/recv routines of MPI are 
strongly related: one recv call “consumes” exactly one matching send call, a recv call 
waits for a matching send call to be posted; moreover, messages are strongly ordered 
for successive recv operations on a given destination node specifying the same source 
node, the same tag, and the same MPI communicator.  

The put operations on one node for a given global segment range are not strongly 
coupled to get operations on another node for that global segment range in the general 
put/get model. Thus, a get operation does not generally “consume” a put operation. 
The main interest of the put/get model is that it allows to make an efficient use of 
underlying one-sided networking APIs such as GASPI, since put and get operations 
readily map on the remote direct memory access routines of such APIs.  

In the context of a fully distributed task-based runtime system such as StarPU, the fact 
that put and get operations are not strongly coupled in the general put/get model is a 
critical issue. In the fully distributed execution model, each node progresses at its own 
pace. Without additional precautions, a get operation at the end side of a dependence 
edge might proceed even though the put operation at the origin side of that 
dependence edge has not yet started; or conversely, a node might request a get on a 
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global segment range on which multiple puts have been performed in a row, leading to 
non-determinism: the inter-node dependence management would not work. This issue 
does not usually appear with master-slave task-based runtime systems, since the 
master can instruct the slave node on the end side of the edge to execute the get 
request only after the slave node on the origin side of the dependence edge has 
executed the put operation. However, this might prevent opportunities for anticipatively 
posting get requests to lower task trigger latency and to increase communication / 
computation overlap. 

In order to address the issue caused by the weak coupling of put/get operations for 
fully distributed task-based runtime systems, it is necessary to extend the base put/get 
model of the Directory/Cache with the ability to distinguish and identify multiple 
successive versions of a segment range, corresponding to as many successive put 
operations on that range, and with a selective get operation able to request a specific 
version of a range. The purpose of this data versioning support is to restore the level of 
coupling between put and get operations required for fully distributed task-based 
runtimes, by deterministically specifying which data version is produced by a put and 
which version is needed by a get. This extension to the basic put/get model of the 
Directory/Cache was implemented as the tagged put/get operations, enabling the port 
of StarPU on the Directory/Cache to resume and come close to completion. 

5.2.3 Version number computation and DAG pruning 
During the developments, it eventually appeared that the computation of the tag value 
for the data versioning of each segment range used is incompatible with the DAG 
pruning optimization presented in Section 3.2. Indeed, in order to compute the version 
number needed for a given get operation on a piece of data, a node must process 
every DAG edge carrying a dependence on that piece of data. This incompatibility with 
the DAG pruning optimization breaks the distributed scalability. For large DAGs running 
on large clusters, the un-pruned DAG can be significantly larger than the pruned DAG, 
as explained in [14], to the point where its processing on each node becomes 
intractable. There is no practical solution to this issue, because in the end, the 
computation of the data version number amounts to computing a global state 
information on each node, which clashes with the philosophy of fully distributed task-
based runtime systems to proceed while computing only the local, partial state 
information relevant on each node. 

The core of the problem is deeper, though. As mentioned above, the Directory/Cache 
put/get model is perfectly suited to taking advantage of networking APIs implementing 
one-sided communication routines. In this model, the initiator side of a communication 
fully handles that communication request (a remote write or a remote read) while the 
target side is passive. In contrast, two-sided communication models such as the MPI 
send/recv operations require both sides to actively participate in a communication 
request by posting a send on one side and a recv on the other side, whilst the MPI 
library implements the proper handshake or flow control algorithm internally. The lack 
of handshake or flow control in one-sided communication models must be 
compensated by additional non-local knowledge from the initiator node about the 
internal state of the target node, for instance about where in memory to safely remotely 
write or remotely read some data. In the case of data versioning with the 
Directory/Cache, this extra non-local knowledge needed by the initiator node about the 
target node is the version tag number, whose computation is incompatible with the 
DAG pruning operation, as explained above. Removing the need for that non-local 
knowledge amounts to re-introducing a handshake or flow-control mechanism in the 
Directory/Cache, that is, to implement a two-sided communication model. This option is 
however redundant, because the MPI standard already provides such a two-sided 
communication model, and StarPU already ships with the StarPU-MPI layer built on it.  
For these reasons, the StarPU development team concluded that the D/C and StarPU 
cannot simultaneously be used at their maximum efficiency in a deep integration 
scheme, where the D/C would handle StarPU's distributed task dependences. 
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However, a light integration scheme is readily available, since an application can pass 
data from the D/C to StarPU and vice versa in a workflow model, without necessitating 
any modification to the StarPU API or to the D/C API. The issues discussed in this 
section were unknown at the start of this project and whilst it is disappointing not to 
complete the integration, the body of knowledge around task-based models and 
interoperability has still been extended. 

It is important to note, though, that the problem identified here should not affect master-
slave task-based runtime systems (and runtime systems that are not using data 
versioning in general). We have shown above that the data versioning mechanism is 
not a requirement for runtimes implementing this execution model, because the master 
node’s global view enables it to prevent data version inconsistencies between slave 
nodes. Moreover, the master node could readily compute a data version tag value, 
should data versioning eventually be needed, thanks to its global state knowledge. 

5.3 Integrating GPI-Space with the Directory/Cache 

As explained in Section 3.3, in order to meet the demands for fast processing large 
amounts of data either in-memory or on disk, as is the case of seismic applications, 
GPI-Space has already been integrated with a virtual memory layer. This is capable of 
facilitating fast access to data by using either GPI-2 [7] (an implementation of the 
GASPI PGAS API [12]) or the BeeGFS [8] parallel file system as an extension of the 
available memory. Within GPI-Space, different applications can be combined into a 
workflow and executed using the virtual memory as a layer that facilitates the storage 
of data shared between tasks. However, one of the shortcomings of the current virtual 
memory layer is the lack of a caching mechanism. As GPI-Space is used with a 
number of seismic applications that require processing large amounts of data, and 
many specific data structures are stored in the global memory and are effectively used 
as non-modifiable task parameters, it would be beneficial for these applications to 
avoid redundant transfers and take advantage from automatic caching.  

An important aspect for GPI-Space is the possibility of allowing an easy change of the 
storage layer depending on the application’s memory requirements (for instance 
performing computations in-memory or backed by local SSDs). Another important 
aspect of GPI-Space is the tolerance to worker failures, where the failure of workers 
should neither impact other workers nor stop the execution of a workflow. Whilst these 
features are present in the original GPI-Space version using the old virtual memory 
manager, the integration with the Directory/Cache was driven by the goal of preserving 
these features and additionally benefitting from the automatic caching provided by the 
Directory/Cache. 

The integration of GPI-Space with the current Directory/Cache prototype was 
performed in multiple phases. In the following, we describe the experimental setup 
used for the integration of GPI-Space with the Directory/Cache and enumerate the 
most important changes operated in the GPI-Space code.  

In a first phase, we focused on replacing the old virtual memory manager with the 
Directory/Cache so that the same functionality is achieved while making sure that all 
unit tests are still working in the new setup. In a second phase, modifications were 
operated in GPI-Space so that it can take advantage of the features provided by the 
Directory/Cache. 

In our experimental setup each worker uses two caches: a private cache, used for 
transferring non-read-only data from the global memory, and a shared cache (among 
all workers running on a node), used for transferring read-only data needed by a task in 
execution. 

In order to be able to distinguish between situations where the data used in transfers is 
read-only or not, and thus if the data has to be transferred into the shared cache or into 
the private cache of a worker, a read-only attribute was added to the workflow 
description language. This can then be accessed by the workflow engine, agent, or 
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worker when dispatching Directory/Cache API calls involving caches and used for 
specifying which cache to use. 

The bootstrapping mechanism was modified so that the Directory/Cache servers are 
started on each node and the node-local shared caches are created before starting the 
workers, which are then given the shared cache ids. The workers were modified so that 
upon initialization inter-process clients are created and connected to the local 
Directory/Cache server, followed by creation of their private caches. Additionally, 
workers notify the master agent of the caches they are connected to, as well as their 
sizes. 

In GPI-Space the workflow engine submits activities/tasks to the agent together with 
the list of memory transfer operations and cost functions for computation and data 
transfers. These are then leveraged by the scheduler for taking scheduling decisions 
and assigning tasks. The agent’s code was modified to use the Directory/Cache API 
transfer costs for scheduling, depending on the type of transfer operations required by 
a task submitted by the workflow engine (i.e. get_const_t, get_mutable_t or 

put_t). 

In GPI-Space, the transfers between local and global memory are described in lists of 
gets and puts into memory buffers per task. There is no distinction of const or 

mutable transfers, but there are const and mutable buffers. A buffer in GPI-Space 

equates to a local range in the Directory/Cache, with the difference that a buffer may 
have multiple transfers attached and a local range is always produced by a single 
transfer or allocation_t operation. In our initial approach, it was decided to limit GPI-

Space to avoid gather/scatter style transfers since the tested application does not 
require this feature. The buffer's read-only flag was used to determine when to use the 
shared or per-worker cache. All transfers to the shared cache are thus of get_const_t 

type, allowing for perfect caching as well as an easy distinction for the scheduler. 

The full setup used for running the Splotch [4] application is described in the section 
6.1. More sophisticated setups using multiple caches are possible but require deeper 
modifications in GPI-Space and will be subject for further research.  

5.4 Integrating PaRSEC with the Directory/Cache 

During the initial analysis, the Dynamic Task Discovery (DTD) interface of PaRSEC 
was selected for integration with the Directory/Cache, and three potential levels of 
coupling have been envisaged. Ordered from the lightest integration to the tightest one, 
these are: 

1. Reading and writing data to/from the Directory/Cache by the PaRSEC runtime, 
still using the existing communication engine of PaRSEC for exchanging data 
for remote dependencies. The communication engine of PaRSEC is not altered. 

2. Modifying the communication engine of PaRSEC to use the D/C for data 
transfers. In this scenario, the two-sided non-blocking MPI functions should be 
substituted by get/put functions of the D/C, so that all the data transfers are 
performed by the D/C. Control messages would be, however, still passed by the 
communication engine of PaRSEC by MPI. 

3. In this, most advanced, level of integration, the whole communication engine of 
PaRSEC would be substituted by the D/C component. A scheme of this fully 
coupled approach is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Scheme of the integration of PaRSEC and the Directory/Cache – a complete substitution 
of the communication engine of PaRSEC with the D/C. 

Currently the integration of PaRSEC and the D/C is at the first level. The second and 
third levels of integration will be subject of further investigation during the remaining 
period of the INTERTWinE project. However, some issues of this deeper integration 
are discussed for the StarPU runtime above, and many of these pitfalls apply to the 
DTD interface of PaRSEC due to the similarity of the distributed programming models.  

At the first level of integration, interaction with the D/C is largely encapsulated into the 
data_of_key function provided by the user. The approach is demonstrated on a 
problem of processing parallel matrices in the tile layout, i.e. divided into square blocks 
with contiguous memory in each of them. The matrix is accessed tile-wise rather than 
element-wise.  

Once PaRSEC requires to read a piece of data on its owner using the data_of_key 
function, a copy of the tile is fetched from the D/C by the get function and stored in the 
local cache of the owner. A pointer to the physical address in the cache is extracted 
and wrapped into the parsec_data_t data type, which is then returned by the 
data_of_key function to PaRSEC. If a second node needs access to the same tile, the 
tile is sent to it by the PaRSEC communication engine inside PaRSEC. The 
implementation of the data_of_key function is sketched in the listing in Figure 16. 

static parsec_data_t* data_of_key( 
    parsec_data_collection_t *A, parsec_data_key_t key) 
{ 
    // Cast the collection to descriptor. 
    plasma_desc_t *descA = (plasma_desc_t *) A; 
 
    size_t tile_size = …; // in Bytes 
    size_t offset = …; // in Bytes from the beginning 
 
    // Download the tile to local cache. 
    int is_const = 0; 
    if (descA->access_mode == PlasmaDescR) { 
        is_const = 1; 
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    } 
 
    intertwine_dc_get(is_const, descA->global_matrix, 
                      tile_size, offset, 
                      (descA->tile_dc_handles)[key]);  
 
    // Get the pointer to the data of the tile. 
    void *tile_data =  
        intertwine_dc_local_data_get_pointer( 
            *(descA->tile_dc_handles)[key] 
        ); 
 
    return parsec_data_create(&handle, A, key, 
                              tile_data, tile_size); 
} 

Figure 16: Implementation of the data_of_key function for fetching data to a local cache of D/C and 
returning the address to PaRSEC. 

The intertwine_dc_get and intertwine_dc_local_data_get_pointer are C wrappers 
of the D/C C++ functions described in Section 4.2. The intertwine_dc_get combines 
the functionality of get_const_t and get_mutable_t and the development of this C 
interface was necessary because PaRSEC is written in C. 

Once PaRSEC completes a computation, final versions of the data are then returned 
back to their owners. In effect this means sending the data to the owner node that 
places it in the local cache, which resides there throughout the execution of PaRSEC. 
The final step returns the local copy of data to the global D/C memory using the put 
function. This is triggered in the user’s application after the completion of PaRSEC 
execution. For this purpose, the function in listing in Figure 17 is called by the 
application. 

void plasma_desc_flush_dc_data(plasma_desc_t *A) 
{ 
    for (…) { // loop over local tiles 
        if (A->access_mode == PlasmaDescW || 
            A->access_mode == PlasmaDescRw) { 
 
            size_t tile_size = …; 
            size_t offset = …; 
 
            ierr = intertwine_dc_put( 
                       *((A->tile_dc_handles)[index]), 
                       A->global_matrix, 
                       tile_size, offset); 
        } 
 
        ierr = intertwine_dc_delete_local_data( 
                  *((A->tile_dc_handles)[index])); 
        … 
    } 
} 

Figure 17: Function for returning the local copy of data from the cache to the global segment of the 
D/C after the end of PaRSEC execution. 

The intertwine_dc_put and intertwine_dc_delete_local_data are C wrappers of the 
C++ D/C functions put_t and release_t, respectively, described in Section 4.2. 
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6 Example of applications running top of task-based 
runtime systems integrating the Directory/Cache 

6.1 Running Splotch on top of GPI-Space integrating the 
Directory/Cache 

The technological advances achieved nowadays in many research domains allow for 
producing and collecting huge amounts of data that can be stored, processed and 
analysed. This is also the case in astrophysics where the observational instruments 
can capture and deliver extremely large data of high quality, requiring storage in large-
scale distributed systems, which the astronomers are interested to analyse and 
perform complex simulations with. For analyzing this data, the astronomers use 
sophisticated data mining algorithms that may often incur high computational costs 
and, for this reason, in order to be able to quickly identify regions that are of interest, 
they use interactive visualization techniques before applying time-consuming 
algorithms for processing the data corresponding to these regions [4].  

Splotch is an open-source ray-tracer tool that supports the effective visualization of 
data used in cosmological simulations. It is developed by a consortium of academic 
institutions [5] and it is used for the visualization of large-scale astrophysical data sets 
produced by particle-based computer simulations (e.g. N-Body simulations). An 
example is described at [9], trying to simulate the evolution of a fraction of the universe, 
using for this purpose 10 billion particles that are interacting with each other through 
gravitational forces. Due to the requirements for large distributed storage and big 
processing power needed, Splotch was considered to be an ideal candidate to drive 
and evaluate GPI-Space integration with the Directory/Cache prototype 
implementation. 

The Splotch algorithm consists of a number of stages:  

1. read data from one or more files,  
2. process data,  
3. render data, 
4. save the final image. 

The input contains specific data for a number of visualization scenes and for each 
scene one picture is generated as output. The workflow for this application combines 
four types of tasks: load, make_picture, reduce, and store corresponding to the 

above stages. The load tasks retrieve chunks of data from the disk into the global 

memory; the make_picture tasks process the loaded data chunks and produce partial 

pictures; the reduce tasks assemble the partial pictures into final pictures; and the 

store tasks transfer the final pictures from the global memory to the disk. The workflow 

engine coordinates the task generation and submits the tasks to the internal scheduler 
of GPI-Space, which deduces an optimal assignment to the workers. It does this by 
taking into account several metrics such as the data transfer costs, computational 
costs, idle times, and matching degrees. Before submitting the workflow to the runtime, 
the application calls into GPI-Space to allocate data which itself calls into the 
appropriate Directory/Cache API calls. 

For each simulation Splotch uses a parameter file containing numerous configuration 
values that are relevant for visualization, such as color, intensity, brightness, and 
palette. One of these parameters is the scene file, which contains scene descriptions 
(e.g. camera positions), Splotch producing for each scene a picture (frame). The 
Splotch version running on top of GPI-Space allows only for the rendering of a fly 
through the simulation box at a fixed time step (i.e. a fixed snapshot). The whole 
benchmark data considered for rendering contains 5 billion particles (167 GB) on 3425 
frames, generating 161 GB of picture data. Running the entire benchmark on a set of 
cluster nodes typically takes a few hours. However, the simulation time is proportional 
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to the number of scenes and, in order to see how the application scales, we chose to 
perform tests using the same data and the same visualization parameters but varying 
the number of scenes and the number of ranks.  

For this application we chose to create a setup that allows one to better assess and 
analyze the caching effects. In this setup, the workers utilize a shared cache (one per 
node) for sharing the read-only data of load and make_picture tasks, and a per-

worker cache for the task mutable data. In Splotch, the scene parameters and the seek 
table are read-only data required by the load and make_picture tasks; for their 

transfer into caches get_const_t operations are used. Obviously, there is still room 

for further optimizations as the get_const_t operations can also be applied to other 

data needed by the tasks and potentially benefit from caching. However, we started by 
implementing the obvious gain using a shared cache between all workers, initially 
focusing on verifying the correctness of the results produced, on assessing the 
scalability and the caching effects that are easier to quantify. A more general setup 
using multiple caches and maximizing the caching effects is of course possible but this 
requires deeper modifications in the workflow description and parser, as well as in 
scheduling. 

The Splotch implementation on top of GPI-Space initially allocates global memory for 
the scene parameters (one set of parameters per scene), for the seek table (used for 
fast localizing the input data), for the input data, and for the pictures produced, using 
runtime allocation methods which call the Directory/Cache API methods 
create_segment and allocate defined in Section 4.2.1  

In GPI-Space, the data transfers performed by a task are described in the workflow in 
memory-get or memory-put sections, as in the code snippet in Figure 18. 

<memory-get> 
   <global> 
      ${range.handle} := ${memory_seek_table.handle}; 
      ${range.offset} := 0UL; 
      ${range.size} := ${size_of_seek_table}; 
      stack_push (List(), ${range}) 
   </global> 
   <local> 
      ${range.buffer} := "ptr_seek_table"; 
      ${range.offset} := 0UL; 
      ${range.size} := ${size_of_seek_table}; 
      stack_push (List(), ${range}); 
   </local> 
</memory-get> 
 
<memory-put> 
   <global> 
      stack_push (List(), ${data_buffer}) 
   </global> 
   <local> 
      ${range.buffer} := "ptr_data"; 
      ${range.offset} := 0UL; 
      ${range.size} := ${data_buffer.size}; 
      stack_push (List(), ${range}); 
   </local> 
</memory-put> 

Figure 18: In GPI-Space workflows the data transfers are described in memory-get/put sections. 

From this description the workflow parser generates lists of get and put operations per 
task, which are executed by the runtime, when executing a task, using one of the 
Directory/Cache API methods mentioned in Subsection 4.2.5.  
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We performed tests with various numbers of nodes and scenes. In all cases the output 
frames were compared against a reference output produced by the original application 
and they proved to be identical, which proves that the Directory/Cache API operations 
are correctly implemented, resulting in no data corruption (the reference output 
contains 3425 frames, which represent approximately 161 GB of data). Figure 19 
shows a snapshot of a simulation with 100 scenes on GPI-Space coupled with the 
Directory/Cache deployed on 22 nodes. In the left hand side different types of workers 
executing tasks are shown (e.g. make_picture and reduce tasks). The green bars 

represent already completed tasks, the yellow bars represent tasks that are in 
execution. 

 

Figure 19: Gantt chart of executing Splotch tasks in GPI-Space. 

Figure 20 depicts the execution times of simulations with 80, 90, and 100 scenes on 
sets of 20 to 30 cluster nodes, each with 16 Intel Xeon E5-2670 cores. The total 
number of tasks generated for each number of scenes was 13524, 15204, and 16884, 
respectively. It can be seen in this graph that the application, and hence GPI-Space 
and the Directory/Cache, scales with these different numbers of nodes and scenes. 
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Figure 20: Execution times of the Splotch implementation on top of GPI-Space integrating the 
Directory/Cache for different number of nodes and scenes. 

The most important aspects to assess and quantify are the caching effects. The 
experimental setup used here allows us to verify some predefined assertions. On each 
node there are spawned workers capable of running load, make_picture, reduce and 

store tasks. The make_picture tasks require scene parameters (depending on which 

scene is handled), while the load tasks require the seek table (which is independent of 

scenes). For locally storing copies of these parameters, the node-local shared cache is 
used. The maximum number of distinct scene parameters used by the tasks scheduled 
on workers running on the same node is equal to the total number of scenes. 
Therefore, the maximum number of effective data transfers from the global memory 
into the local shared cache is equal to the number of scenes plus one (for the seek 
table). Multiple test runs with different numbers of scenes and ranks proved this 
assertion to be true. Figure 21 shows the total number of cache misses compared with 
the number of cache hits per rank for a simulation with 20 nodes and 100 scenes 
(using one Directory/Cache server instance per node). One can easily see that the 
maximum number of effective data transfers from the global memory (cache misses) 
never exceeds 101, which was expected (i.e. not larger than the number of scenes plus 
one). This proves that automatic caching works and that the applications benefit from 
using the Directory/Cache directly or indirectly when integrated with the runtime 
systems. 
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Figure 21: Number of cache misses/hits per rank for a simulation with 100 scenes on 20 nodes. 

6.2 Running a PLASMA GEMM routine on top of PaRSEC and the 
Directory/Cache 

As a proof-of-concept for this approach, we have selected an example of matrix-matrix 
multiplication, the GEMM function, from the PLASMA numerical library [18]. First, we 
have converted the GEMM routine from OpenMP tasks to the PaRSEC DTD interface 
to perform these experiments. 

The resulting function consists of three separate steps, each of them performed by a 
separate execution of PaRSEC: 

1. Converting matrices A, B, and C from column-major format to distributed tile 
format. This is done by rank 0, and the resulting tile matrix is stored in the 
global segment of D/C. 

2. Executing the operation C = aplha * A * B + beta * C. In this operation, all the 
contents of A, B, and C are stored in the D/C. A snippet of this stage is 
presented in Figure 22. 

3. Converting the updated matrix C back to the column-major format. This is 
performed again by rank 0. 

... 
// Running GEMM on descriptors. 
 
// Initialization of PaRSEC taskpool. 
plasma->parsec_taskpool = parsec_dtd_taskpool_new(  ); 
 
parsec_enqueue(plasma->parsec_context, 
               plasma->parsec_taskpool); 
 
// Start the PaRSEC context. 
parsec_context_start(plasma->parsec_context); 
... 
 
// Set access modes of A, B to read and C to write. 
plasma_desc_access_mode(&A, PlasmaDescR); 
plasma_desc_access_mode(&B, PlasmaDescR); 
plasma_desc_access_mode(&C, PlasmaDescRw); 
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// Call the tile GEMM function. 
plasma_parsec_zgemm(transa, transb, 
                        alpha, &A, 
                               &B, 
                        beta,  &C, 
                        &sequence, &request); 
 
// Flush all data. 
parsec_dtd_data_flush_all(plasma->parsec_taskpool, 
                           &(A.parsec_data_collection)); 
parsec_dtd_data_flush_all(plasma->parsec_taskpool, 
                           &(B.parsec_data_collection)); 
parsec_dtd_data_flush_all(plasma->parsec_taskpool, 
                           &(C.parsec_data_collection)); 
 
// Synchronization and finalizing of PaRSEC taskpool. 
parsec_dtd_taskpool_wait(plasma->parsec_context, 
                         plasma->parsec_taskpool); 
parsec_context_wait(plasma->parsec_context); 
parsec_taskpool_free(plasma->parsec_taskpool); 
 
// Put all tiles back to the global D/C memory. 
// Cache is just cleaned for A and B, while the actual 
// put function is called only for tiles of C. 
plasma_desc_flush_dc_data(&A); 
plasma_desc_flush_dc_data(&B); 
plasma_desc_flush_dc_data(&C); 

Figure 22: Matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) with matrices stored in the tile layout in a global 
segment of the D/C. 

On the route to the distributed memory computation, both data and work need to be 
distributed among processes. For computing with dense matrices, a popular 
distribution is the 2D block cyclic distribution, which was promoted by the ScaLAPACK 
library [19].  

The DPLASMA library [20], which is based on the PTG interface of PaRSEC, also uses 
this distribution for storing distributed matrices. The distribution of data has a direct 
effect on the distribution of work through the “owner computes” concept used by 
ScaLAPACK. In this approach, computational tasks are assigned to nodes based on 
data ownership of a particular tile, typically the one that is modified. In the case of 
GEMM, the owner of the tile of C would be assigned to the task of updating it to 
maximize data locality and minimize the need for passing data through the network. 

On the other hand, for coupling PaRSEC with the D/C, the matrix is stored as 
distributed in the global segment, and the data ownership is not directly exposed to the 
user. In our experiment, the equally distributed segment is used, but this is only a hint 
not a requirement for the segment creation. Although this abstraction opens new ways 
for task placement, e.g. by estimated transfer costs provided by the D/C, we have not 
tested this feature and use the task placement based on an abstract 1D block cyclic 
distribution of the tiles. This means that tasks are placed to nodes following a round-
robin distribution of columns of tiles of matrix C. 

Due to the mismatch between the segment distribution and this 1D block cyclic 
distribution for the task placement, the benchmark stresses the network and the D/C. 
The PaRSEC “data owners” of the tiles of C typically need to fetch the tiles first through 
the network before the computation by the get function. 

We have measured the total time needed for the three steps of the benchmark 
mentioned above. The translation to/from the tile layout is performed on a single node 
and it is dominated by the data transfers to/from the D/C. Running the tile GEMM also 
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involves a significant amount of data transfers, but this part is compute-intensive as 
well and scales with the number of nodes. 

Our experiment is based on multiplication of square matrices of an increasing order 
ranging from 10 to 30 thousand rows. We have used 2, 4, and 8 cluster nodes, each of 
them equipped with two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 processors with 2.5 GHz. The 
double precision was used for the experiment (the DGEMM function). Two MPI 
processes (and hence two D/C server instances) are used per each node, one for each 
CPU socket. The MPI environment is passed to the initialization of the in-process D/C 
server. The GNU compilers of version 6.3.0 are used for compiling the D/C, but the 
executable is linked using the Intel compilers with the Intel MPI library, version 
2017.1.132. The GPI-2 version 1.3.0 is used for the GASPI segment. Making use of the 
simple interchangeability of the global segment implementation, we have performed the 
test with both GASPI and MPI versions. The global segment is used to store the tile 
matrices A, B, and C, i.e. the size of the segment is around 20 GB for the case of the 
largest matrices. 

The times of execution are presented in Figure 23. We can see that for a fixed matrix 
size, the computational time is reduced with the increasing number of nodes, although 
the strong scaling is suboptimal. This is probably caused by the layout translation parts 
which are performed just by one node for all cases. Looking next at the weak 
scalability, the time for using 2 nodes for the matrix of 15 thousand rows should 
correspond to 8 nodes for a matrix of 30 thousand in the optimal case. We can see that 
also the weak scalability is somewhat suboptimal, with more time needed for the larger 
matrices and numbers of nodes. 

 

Figure 23: Computational time of the matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) for increasing matrix 
sizes and different numbers of nodes. MPI and GASPI refer to the implementation of the global 

segment. 

A remarkable benefit has been observed when switching from the MPI to the GASPI 
implementation of the global segment. For our benchmark, it has led to speed-up as 
high as 2x for certain matrix sizes and node numbers, e.g. for matrices with 30 
thousand rows using 4 nodes. This performance benefit will be a subject of a more 
detailed analysis jointly with the D/C developers as part of the co-design cycle. 
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7 Conclusions 
We proposed a generic API that allows the task-based programming models to work 
with an abstract view of the distributed memory as a single shared address space. This 
API can be used for consistently managing data stored in distributed memory and for 
maximizing the cache reuse at node level. The Directory/Cache API allows the task-
based models to decouple the memory and data management from higher-level 
programming model concepts, allowing the runtime systems  

 to be completely independent from the physical representation of data and from 
the type of storage used; 

 to have access through the same interface to an extendable list of memory 
segment implementations (GASPI, MPI, BeeGFS, etc); and 

 to benefit from automatic caching. 

In the context of this project the proposed API for the Directory/Cache enables the 
interoperability between task-based models and distributed memory technologies. 

A prototype implementation of the Directory/Cache API is already available at 
https://github.com/EPCCed/intertwine/ and its integration with the runtime systems 
involved in this project (i.e. OmpSs, GPI-Space, StarPU, PaRSEC) was investigated. 
Whereas currently many runtime systems try to handle the data/memory management 
in distributed environments explicitly, often relying on the use of standard 
communication libraries, having a separate component that handles this under the 
hood certainly presents multiple advantages from the point of view of maintenance, 
robustness (testing and debugging), extendibility, and performance tuning. 

In this document we report first experiences gained from the integration of the 
prototype implementation of the Directory/Cache into the mentioned runtimes. While 
the key contribution is the definition of a generic API that aims to meet the 
requirements of task-based runtime systems in general, the experiments performed 
with the integration of the involved runtime systems with the current Directory/Cache 
prototype allowed the runtimes to collect a number of valuable observations and 
insights. These can be used for maximizing the benefits from using the 
Directory/Cache API by either operating modifications in runtimes or further optimizing 
the prototype implementation upon feed-back received from runtimes. As explained in 
Section 5 one lesson we have learned is that there is no common integration pattern 
that can be applied to all systems and particular runtime systems can benefit from 
different degrees (levels) of integration. In the following, we try to briefly summarize for 
each runtime the main points related to their integration with the Directory/Cache 
prototype implementation. 

 The integration of the Directory/Cache prototype into GPI-Space followed by 
running the Splotch application on top of this experimental setup turned out 
satisfactory for the GPI-Space developers. As shown in Section 6.1 the results 
produced by the application are correct, which proves that the API is correctly 
implemented, the application scales and it benefits from automatic caching. The 
architectural design of the Directory/Cache allows GPI-Space to preserve 
important features like easy switching between storage layers, depending on 
the application requirements and tolerance to worker failures. The long term 
goal is to replace the current version of the virtual memory manager with an 
optimized implementation of the Directory/Cache. In order to exploit the full 
potential of the API, further changes touching multiple layers of the GPI-Space 
architecture are planned. 
 

 With PaRSEC we have achieved the first level of integration (see Section 5.4)  
with the Directory/Cache prototype. The potential benefits have been 
investigated on the GEMM function from the PLASMA numerical linear algebra 
library. The main benefit of this level of integration is the convenience of 
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working with distributed tile matrices stored in the D/C. This approach can be 
seen as a natural generalization of the shared memory tile-based approach to 
the distributed memory environment avoiding much of the complexity of the fully 
distributed matrix formats such as the 2D block cyclic distribution. Removing the 
concept of data ownership also opens new ways for task placement to nodes, 
e.g. by estimated transfer costs provided by the D/C, which we have not 
explored in this work, but would like to investigate further. 

In future, we would like to bring the level of integration of PaRSEC with the D/C 
to the next level, namely using the get/put functions of the D/C also for the 
internal data transfers between tasks among nodes. The main benefit of this 
integration should be a quick mean of switching among the different 
technologies underlying the D/C. The potential of this flexibility has been 
already seen from our experiments, when switching from the MPI segment to 
the GASPI segment has led to a two-fold speed-up. 

The feasibility of a complete substitution of the communication engine of 
PaRSEC with the D/C (the third level of integration) will be also investigated 
further, although it currently seems challenging due to the different 
responsibilities of the engine beyond data transfers. 

 We have studied the use of D/C as an alternate communication framework for 
StarPU beside the existing StarPU-MPI layer. The models for the D/C and MPI 
differ in the relationship between the originating side of a piece of data and the 
destination side: this relationship is strongly coupled in the case of MPI (a send 

operation matches a recv operation), while it is loosely coupled in the case of 

the D/C (puts and gets are not in a one-to-one relationship). We found out that 
due to this difference in models, StarPU needs to identify separate data version 
for the D/C, while the strongly coupled send-recv model of MPI alleviates the 
need for data versioning in StarPU. Moreover, the Sequential Task Flow 
programming model of StarPU implies that the same state machine is logically 
unfolded on every node. In the general case, the logical state machine can 
actually be simplified on each node, to process only the DAG edges relevant to 
that node, which is critical for StarPU to scale on large distributed platforms. 
However, the need to compute data versions prevents the logical state machine 
to be simplified when StarPU and the D/C are integrated together at the task 
dependence level, which prevents StarPU+D/C to offer scalable performance. 
Since the issue lies in the respective models of StarPU and the D/C, it cannot 
be solved without breaking one of the two models. However, while the D/C 
cannot be used to resolve StarPU’s distributed task dependences, it can be 
used to provide initial data distribution, data redistribution, final data collection 
to distributed StarPU-MPI sessions, and more generally to manage data 
between workflow steps where such steps are distributed StarPU-MPI sessions. 
 

 The addition of the D/C into the OmpSs programming model shows that the 
proposed API, components, workflows, and behaviour are well suited for this 
type of programming models and significantly simplify development work 
required to add support for distributed memory architectures. Due to the 
master-slave architecture of OmpSs, where the data-flow defines an immutable 
path of task instantiation (sequential consistency), versioning is not required as 
at any given time only one valid version of data exists. However, the use of 
segments adds an additional data environment to the execution model that 
needs to be maintained. Supporting cases of stack-, heap-allocated user data 
as well as recursive algorithms require careful consideration as the dependency 
system typically operates on user-provided addresses. Since addresses change 
due to access redirection into software caches, the runtime requires to maintain 
an address translation table and a more complex dependency lookup in order to 
support all OmpSs features. In this work, we have focused on supporting 
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applications where the user program allocates heap data through a specialized 
distributed malloc (dmalloc) call. This call allocates data in the segment of a 
specified size. During the task execution, each task holds a sequence of cache 
operations (batch) that is processed in a task-pre-run phase to set up local 
ranges; access to that pointer outside of tasks is not allowed. From the compiler 
perspective, modest support is required to handle parameter translation into 
local caches. Future work on OmpSs+D/C includes development towards 
generic support of algorithms. 

In general, the experiments revealed that there are classes of runtimes for which the 
integration can be smoothly done (OmpSs, GPI-Space) and others for which a full 
integration is more challenging due to differences in paradigms between models 
(StarPU and PaRSEC), aspects that were unknown at the start of this project. We have 
learned that we can divide task-based runtime systems into multiple classes based on 
their distributed execution model and data management: 

 master-slave (OmpSs, GPI-Space): A central instance coordinates tasks and 
manages synchronisation. Workers notify the central scheduler when they 
finished a task so that the scheduler starts the follow-up tasks. 

 fully distributed (StarPU, PaRSEC): The workers themselves notify other 
workers once they finished a task, avoiding the need of a central instance for 
synchronisation. 

In addition, once we add distributed data, we get 

 shared global space (PGAS, the Directory/Cache): A shared range of memory 
is split into different subranges, which are then passed from task to task in order 
to know which data to transfer. Workers fetch and store the ranges a task 
needs from wherever the data is stored. 

 direct communication (MPI send/recv, StarPU): The workers directly 

communicate data between each other. There is no shared space being split 
and there is no data storage. Data is always only in flight or in a local memory 
buffer for a task. 

All combinations of these are possible. For example, GPI-Space combines master-
slave and shared global space while StarPU combines fully distributed and direct 
communication, since using MPI send/recv, data transfer and synchronisation are a 

single operation. While such a classification was not known before the project start, it 
will be interesting, as a future work, to further investigate which combinations of 
classes of task-based models and data exchange models between tasks are best 
suited for the Exascale. 

The runtimes involved in this project assess the work carried out with the integration of 
Directory/Cache as a useful and important step towards improving their capacity of 
delivering high performance in distributed systems. The Directory/Cache API and the 
prototype implementation offer multiple advantages, such as: allowing the user to work 
with a single view of the distributed memory; decoupling the application developer from 
the effective management of distributed memory and memory transfers; maximizing the 
caching at node level; facilitating implementation of data coherence across nodes by 
the runtimes; allowing interoperability in distributed systems. These and other 
characteristics such as enabling modular design, robustness, maintainability and 
extendibility make the Directory/Cache an attractive solution for the runtime systems.  

As a long term goal, the Directory/Cache will be further developed, tested and 
optimized. Future work includes adding support for other types of memory, such as 
MCDRAM and NVRAM, and also for intrinsic operations, such as sorting, min/max, and 
allreduce. Other directions that are in view are enhancing resilience and malleability 
through using a dynamic number of servers, supporting checkpointing and mirroring, 
and increasing the energy efficiency. Another research direction will be extending the 
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base of runtimes integrating the Directory/Cache and of representative applications that 
may benefit from using it (e.g. data analytics applications). 
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